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One Night Nine Month Scandal
“If you’re pregnant… …you’ll marry me.” Control is everything to billionaire Viktor
Rohan. Then Rozalia Toth appears on his mansion’s doorstep, looking for a
family heirloom, and throws his world into chaos! Her sweetness intrigues him
beyond measure…and as their inescapable chemistry explodes, Viktor realizes
Rozi’s innocence isn’t an act! But their passion has consequences, and Viktor
refuses to let scandal ruin his family again. Their baby will be legitimate! And
Rozi? She will be his… Discover this dramatic surprise pregnancy story!
Unwrapping the Innocent’s Secret Will her revelation reunite them? It infuriates
self-made billionaire Pascal that he can’t forget the forbidden passion he once
shared with innocent Cecilia. This Christmas, he’s determined to shake off those
memories...until they shockingly come face-to-face—and Cecelia reveals her sixyear secret!
A secret night of bliss… …a scandalous nine-month consequence! While attending
a royal masquerade, billionaire Damon can’t resist seducing a captivating guest.
It’s the most shamelessly sensual encounter he’s ever had! Then Damon
discovers that his masked beauty was actually Princess Eleni—and now she’s
carrying his child. To protect Eleni from scandal, Damon must do the unthinkable,
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yet outrageously desirable: marry his pregnant princess!
Her bombshell: ‘I’m pregnant.’ His demand: ‘Marry me…’ Painfully insecure
and media-shy heiress Pia is duty-bound to marry well. So illegitimate Angelo is
completely unsuitable husband material. Yet this irresistible Spanish tech tycoon
seduces Pia with an evening of bliss…that leaves her pregnant! Pia can’t afford a
scandal, but Angelo wants to publicly claim his heir. Now to control the headlines,
Pia must wed the only man who has ever made her feel. With Angelo posing a
danger to her well-guarded heart, can she step into the spotlight — with the
wedding of the century?
"Nine month wedding night scandal! Nico Eliades is back on the idyllic Greek
island of Xanos to uncover long-buried family secrets. He can't help but notice a
bride in a crumpled wedding dress sitting on the steps of his hotel. Constantine's
orchestrated marriage is over before the wedding night. A humiliated virgin bride,
she longs to feel desired, and at Nico's skilled hands she experiences white-hot
passion. But their one night brings more than just shame on Constantine and her
family ... . Constantine has no choice but to reveal her bombshell to Nico--yet still
her fingers tremble as she dials the number for Eliades Enterprises"--Publisher.
***Netflix ????? *** ????????1?1300??????Netflix???????!
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ???????????????????
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This is a bundle of the best Harlequin comics! The vol. 106 is featuring the theme
Auction Love vol.2vol.?. It contains This bundle offers "Bride, Bought and Paid
for","The Purchased Wife", and "One Night…Nine-Month Scandal".
Four HOT romances to enjoy this summer!
One Night...Nine-Month ScandalHarlequin
A Night Of No Return Nothing helps tycoon Lucas Jackson escape his dark past. Arriving at his
rural castle in a snowstorm, he craves isolation. But it seems oblivion can take an unexpected
and intoxicating form! Delivering a file on her boss's desk, secretary Emma Gray regrets her
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dutiful overtime mission. She never expected the dark side of the controlled Lucas could
generate such a primitive — and inappropriate — reaction. Sold To The Enemy Stefan Ziakas
might be her father's business rival, but he's the only man who made Selene Antaxos feel
beautiful. So, needing to make a new life for herself, Selene turns to Stefan for help. Except
the dark tycoon is not like the white knight she remembers. Seduced, bedded and betrayed in
a matter of days, Selene realises she's sold her soul — and her heart — to the enemy! One
Night...Nine-Month Scandal A Ferrari in the sleepy village of Little Molting was always going to
create a stir — but for schoolteacher Kelly it means one thing. Her ex, Alekos Zagorakis, has
returned into her life the way he left it: on his own terms. Four years ago Kelly stood, bouquet
in hand, realising that her groom wasn't there. Now he's come back to claim what's rightfully
his — and that includes one night with Kelly. But it's a night that has lasting consequences!
She’s having a baby with her boss’s brother in this scandalous Brooklyn Nights novel by USA
TODAY bestselling author Joanne Rock! One night rocked their world. Now can they tame
their passion for their baby’s sake? Ever since their mind-blowing encounter months ago,
fashion CEO Roman Zayn hasn’t stopped hungering for Sable Cordero. But as a rising star in
his brother’s design studio, the intoxicating celebrity stylist is strictly off-limits. Even when
Roman discovers Sable is pregnant and steps in to offer support, further intimacy between
them feels forbidden. But resistance to an attraction like theirs just may prove futile… From
Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. Love
triumphs in this uplifting romance, part of the Brooklyn Nights series. Book 1: A Nine-Month
Temptation Book 2: Ways to Tempt the Boss
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes:
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SOLD FOR THE GREEK'S HEIR Brides for the Taking by Lynne Graham Jax Antonakos
considers a ready-made heir to be worth bidding for—especially if it makes Lucy Dixon his! He's
determined to remind Lucy of their insatiable chemistry in the wedding bed—and Lucy finds his
claim a struggle to resist… THE SECRET SANCHEZ HEIR by Cathy Williams When Leandro
Sanchez uncovers the consequences of his one night with innocent Abigail, she finds herself
completely at the billionaire's mercy. The Spanish tycoon always gets what he wants, and now
he's determined to legitimize his heir…by seducing Abigail into wearing his ring! THE PRINCE'S
NINE-MONTH SCANDAL Scandalous Royal Brides by Caitlin Crews When personal assistant
Natalie Monette discovers her secret identical twin, Princess Valentina, they decide to swap
lives. Suddenly, her “fiancé” Crown Prince Rodolfo finds himself feeling a desire he cannot
understand…until he discovers who's carrying the consequence of their passion! HER SINFUL
SECRET The Disgraced Copelands by Jane Porter Logan finds herself at Rowan Argyros's
mercy when he discovers their secret daughter, but she cannot forget how he took her virginity
and heartlessly rejected her. Rowan longs to claim her—but will her craving for his touch
persuade her into marriage? Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents' June 2017 Box Set 2 of 2!
Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your
Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
It's time to throw away the rule book... Idealistic archaeologist Lily Rose craves a fairytale love,
but in her experience it always ends in heartbreak. So now Lily's trying a different approach - a
fling with her boss, infamous Greek playboy Nik Zervakis! Anti-love and anti-family, Nik lives by
his own set of rules. There's no one better to teach Lily how to separate sizzling sex from deep
emotions! But, whilst Nik has the world at his feet, he also has dark shadows in his heart... It
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starts as a sensual game, but can Lily stick to Nik's rules? And, what's more, can he...?
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes:
CHRISTMAS BABY FOR THE GREEK By Jennie Lucas A year after his incredible encounter
with Holly, billionaire Stavros discovers she’s had his child! But he’ll have to break down the
emotional walls he’s spent years building, if he’s to claim his bride and son… BOUND BY
THEIR NINE-MONTH SCANDAL One Night with Consequences By Dani Collins Heiress Pia is
duty-bound to marry well. And illegitimate Angelo is completely unsuitable husband material.
Yet this Spaniard’s seduction leaves her pregnant! Now to control the headlines, Pia must
step into the spotlight—with the wedding of the century! UNWRAPPING THE INNOCENT’S
SECRET Secret Heirs of Billionaires By Caitlin Crews It infuriates self-made billionaire Pascal
that he can’t forget the forbidden passion he once shared with innocent Cecilia. This
Christmas, he’s determined to shake off those memories…until they shockingly come face-toface—and Cecelia reveals her six-year secret! BRIDE BEHIND THE BILLION-DOLLAR VEIL
Crazy Rich Greek Weddings By Clare Connelly To complete his empire, fantastically wealthy
Thanos must counter his scandalous reputation—with a wife! His assistant Alice is the perfect
choice. Until he lifts her veil and their intense, electrifying kiss complicates everything… Be sure
to collect Harlequin® Presents’ November 2019 Box Set 2 of 2!
Features two complete novels from the USA Today best-selling author—"Nine Month Scandal,"
in which Jewel Henley discovers that her new boss is the man with whom she had an affair
while on vacation—and that she is carrying his child, and "One Night." Original.
The Billionaire’s Virgin Temptation – Michelle Conder Ruby is stunned when Sam sweeps her
into an anonymous seduction! But when Ruby realises Sam is her new boss, and they’re left
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stranded together, his forbidden touch could be powerful enough to unravel Ruby forever...
Reunited By A Shock Pregnancy – Chantelle Shaw Sienna should not be secretly attending
her ex-husband’s wedding. Until she realises Nico isn’t the groom...but when he follows her,
their burning fire reignites, leaving Sienna shockingly pregnant with the Italian’s child!
Innocent’s Nine-Month Scandal – Dani Collins When Rozalia appears on Viktor’s doorstep,
his world is thrown into chaos! But their passion has consequences...and Viktor refuses to let
scandal ruin his family. Their baby will be legitimate! And Rozi? She will be his... The Sicilian’s
Secret Son – Angela Bissell When Luca uncovers the existence of his hidden son, he’s
determined to whisk his new family away to his Sicilian estate. But Luca knows there’s only
one way to truly claim Annah and his son... marriage!
USA Today bestselling author Abby Green takes you on one queen's sensational journey from
a masquerade ball to a royal scandal in this fantastic digital novella! Desperate for a last taste
of freedom before she enters a political, loveless marriage, Analia—the famous Virgin Queen of
Azoria—hides behind her mask at a glitzy Venetian ball. Until the stormy grey gaze of an
enigmatic, disguised stranger lays her soul—and her body—bare in one passionate night! Worldfamous photojournalist Daniel Petrovsky learned years ago to harden his heart against
emotions and the morning disappearance of his anonymous lover should mean nothing. But
when a certain queen's shock pregnancy hits the headlines, the brooding billionaire will stop at
nothing to fight for what is his! Don't miss the other titles in this fantastic collection that
celebrates Royal Babies all over the world!
Passion reigns supreme. Shock Heir For The Crown Prince - Kelly Hunter Prince Casimir of
Byzenmaach can’t shake the memory of Anastasia Douglas. With her, he forgot his royal
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duties for a moment of wild abandon. Seven years later, he must wed — but seeking out the
unforgettable Anastasia, he discovers a secret: she gave birth to his daughter! And he’ll stop
at nothing to claim them both... The Prince’s Nine-Month Scandal - Caitlin Crews Personal
Assistant Natalie Monette’s life transforms when she meets her secret identical twin. Except
Valentina is a sophisticated Princess, unhappily engaged to the supremely arrogant Crown
Prince Rodolfo. Impulsively, Natalie agrees to swap identities for six weeks. Her plan is put
Rodolfo in his place...until she’s enticed by the heat between them! Prince Rodolfo can’t
understand why, having never felt any desire for his betrothed, he now can’t keep his hands
off this captivating woman. But scandal abounds when he discovers who he’s taken to his
bed...and that she’s carrying his heir! Pregnant By The Sheikh - Olivia Gates At first sight,
Sheikh Numair Al Aswad’s lethal sensuality overwhelms Princess Jenan Aal Ghamdi. And
when he rescues her from an arranged marriage, he has a shocking price...an heir! Though
logic screams no, her body and soul burn for him. Numair has come from the darkest of pasts
to exact revenge — and to claim his throne. Jenan is vital to his plans. But his cold-blooded
scheme melts under the heat of their passion. Now he must choose: his lifelong ambitions or
the woman who carries his unborn child.
Beware a sexy Greek... Maddie idolised sinfully gorgeous Giannis Petrakos, who had lavished
money on the charity that had cared for her twin. Maddie has a lowly job at Petrakos industries
and soon Giannis was demanding she be his mistress, for as long as he wanted her! A sleek
Ferrari in the English village of Little Molting meant just one thing for schoolteacher Kelly - her
ex, Alekos Zagorakis! Four years ago, Kelly stood waiting for her handsome Greek groom, who
didn't come. But now he wants what's rightfully his - and that's Kelly... Gorgeous Greek tycoon
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Alexios Christofides isn't above mixing revenge and pleasure to get exactly what he wants - his
enemy's fiance! Whereas Rachel Holt has always been dutiful. Until an electrifying night with
a handsome stranger gives her a taste of freedom...
“If you’re pregnant... ...you’ll marry me.”
From the very first moment Saratu met Bindul, he made her believed that she was more than
any other woman he had ever seen in the world. He bathed her with love, bathed her, bathed
her and finally drowned her completely into his love. Saratu loves him with the truest love of
her heart. As matter-of-factly, they were head over heels in love. They admired each other,
they adored each other, they allured each other, they liked each other, they want each other,
they need each other, they beseechingly desired each other and they loved each other like
politicians with corruptions. They declared their love for each other and not so long they stood
in front of an overfilled church congregation to publicly declare their love for each other in a
one-in-town society marriage. They swam in their love and lived very, very comfortable and
happily in love. Saratu wasn’t in need of anything, even sex. Bindul gave her all the practical
part of love, the love that was made in heaven for a woman, that kind of love that made her
feel as though she was the only EVE with the only ADAM in this modern world and she was
wholly dependable on it. Like King Solomon to his wives and concubines, Bindul lavished
Saratu with the sweetest lovely words and praises. He gave her all that she needed in life. But
when Saratu later discovered that her husband was still madly in love with Jimikat, his primeval
girlfriend, things wasn’t the same again for her. Their loveliest sex-packed marriage suffered a
temporary drought of sex. Saratu first run to her dear friend, Dakmikat for help. Despite doing
everything, her husband clung onto Jimikat like a tick to a cow. But at the end, when Bindul
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brought the two of them together, the problem was solved and Saratu and Jimikat became
very, very good friends and lived very happily under the spell of Bindul.
A Royal Scandal
With her family business in crisis, Polly Prince does her best to keep calm and carry on. But
hard work alone can't save her London company from a takeover by the infamously ruthless
Damon Doukakis…or her traitorous body from the lethal sensuality of her boss! As his new
apprentice, Polly accompanies Damon to Paris to negotiate the most challenging business
deal of her life! Worse still, Polly must at all costs resist Damon in the most dangerously
romantic city in the world.…
Beware a sexy Greek...

A night of unrivalled passion results in pregnancy in this red-hot enemies to
lovers romance by USA Today bestselling author Dani Collins. This billionaire
was out for revenge…until Cami’s beauty distracted him beyond all reason. But
their amazing night will bind them together more tightly than either could have
anticipated… Charismatic Sicilian Dante Gallo doesn’t expect to desire Cami
Fagan so intensely. Her father stole confidential information from him, how can
he trust anything she says? Yet the electric heat between them is a truth neither
can deny! And when Dante and Cami give into irresistible, passionate temptation,
he discovers just how innocent virgin Cami really is… When their night of sizzling
passion has forever consequences, Dante sweeps Cami away to his villa in
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Sicily. Vengeance is no longer the goal for this powerful billionaire. Cami has
already changed his life beyond recognition. Now Dante wants to claim his
heir—and Cami too! From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds. Read all of the One Night With Consequences stories
by Dani Collins: Proof of Their Sin Innocent’s Nine-Month Scandal Bound by
Their Nine-Month Scandal
Reviews of the first edition: "entertaining to browse"--ARBA;
"fascinating"--Psychotronic; "provides directions for 16 driving tours that
encompass famous graves, haunted celebrity homes, the locations of famous
murders and deaths, and scandalous locations. A comprehensive index allows
you to locate your favorite stars and their infamous activities"--C&RL News;
"wonderfully detailed...one does not have to take his self-guided tours to enjoy
reading the book"--Tourland; "you need this book"--Cult Movies; "many
photos"--Today’s Librarian; "E.J. Fleming brings these dark and fascinating tales
to life!"--John Burke, AMC Host. For more than a century, people have been
drawn to sites of tragedy involving the rich, beautiful and notorious of Hollywood.
Tourists at the center of the movie universe flock to Rudolph Valentino's grave,
the house where Marilyn Monroe died, the "O.J. murders" condo, the hotel where
John Belushi overdosed, a myriad of haunted mansions. In its extensively
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researched and enlarged second edition, this book tells the stories of these
locations and makes finding them simple. Seventeen driving tours include more
than 650 sites. Each tour covers a specific area, from Hollywood and the Sunset
Strip to Brentwood and Malibu, covering the entire Los Angeles basin. Concise,
easy-to-follow directions are given to each location with 145 photos and the
fascinating story behind each stop.
A beautiful mistake Pregnant. Lauren Bradley's heart stops—there's only one man
who can be the father and it's not her late husband, the man everyone thinks is a
celebrated war hero…. Ravaged with guilt at sleeping with his best friend's wife,
Paolo Donatelli closed his heart to Lauren forever. But in nine months' time, the
proof of their incredible night together will be there for the world to see. Marriage
is Paolo's answer to avoiding more scandal, but it's Lauren's worst fear—she still
bears the scars from the first time she said "I do." Can she trust Paolo enough to
reveal the truth?
A Collection of Red Hot Romances from Mills & Boon
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box
set includes: THE SHEIKH CROWNS HIS VIRGIN Billionaires at the Altar By
Lynne Graham When Zoe is kidnapped, she’s saved by Raj—an exiled desert
Prince. The attraction between them is instant! Yet her rescue comes with a
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price: to avoid a scandal, Zoe must become Raj’s virgin bride… GREEK’S NINEMONTH REDEMPTION One Night with Consequences By Kate Hewitt When
brooding billionaire Alex needs a wife to secure his business, his housekeeper
Milly agrees. But their wedding night sparks an unexpected fire... Could Milly—and
his unborn child—be the key to Alex’s redemption? A SCANDALOUS MIDNIGHT
IN MADRID Passion in Paradise By Susan Stephens A moonlit encounter tempts
Sadie all the way to Alejandro’s castle…and into his bed! But their night of illicit
pleasure soon turns Sadie into Spain’s most scandalous headline: Pregnant with
Alejandro’s baby! UNTAMED BILLIONAIRE’S INNOCENT BRIDE Conveniently
Wed! By Caitlin Crews To prevent a scandal, Lauren needs to find reclusive
Dominik—her boss’s estranged brother—and convince him to marry her! As
Dominik awakens her long-dormant desire, will Lauren accept that their hunger
can’t be denied…? Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ June 2019 Box Set 2
of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points
for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
El lujoso Ferrari despertaba miradas de curiosidad en el tranquilo pueblecito
inglés de Little Molting, pero para la profesora Kelly Jenkins sólo significaba una
cosa: Alekos Zagorakis había vuelto a su vida. Cuatro años antes, con el ramo
de novia en la mano, Kelly supo que su guapísimo prometido griego no iba a
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reunirse con ella en el altar. Ahora él había vuelto para exigir lo que era suyo.
A sleek Ferrari in the sleepy English village of Little Molting was always going to
create a stir—but for schoolteacher Kelly it only means one thing. Her ex, Alekos
Zagorakis, has stormed back into her life the way he left it: completely on his own
terms. Four years ago Kelly stood, bridal bouquet in hand, realizing that her
gorgeous groom wasn't walking down the aisle to meet her. Now he's come back
to claim what's rightfully his—and that includes one night with Kelly…. But it's a
night that has lasting consequences!
One convenient download. One bargain price. Get all September 2010 Harlequin
Presents with one click! Bundle contains: Marriage: To Claim His Twins by Penny
Jordan, Kat and the Dare-Devil Spaniard by Sharon Kendrick, The Andreou
Marriage Arrangement by Helen Bianchin, The Billionaire's Housekeeper
Mistress by Emma Darcy, One Night...Nine-Month Scandal by Sarah Morgan and
The Virgin's Proposition by Anne McAllister.
One day at a London airport, secretary Natalie encounters a woman who looks
exactly like her. She turns out to be the princess of a kingdom in the
Mediterranean, and the prince she is betrothed to is a notorious playboy on the
cover of every tabloid. Wanting to experience a life of freedom before her
wedding, the princess and Natalie decide to switch places temporarily. “This
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prince needs to be taught a lesson. I’ll put him in his place!” says a resolved
Natalie, but when she meets Prince Rodolfo, she is swept away by him…
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box
set includes: INNOCENT’S NINE-MONTH SCANDAL One Night With
Consequences By Dani Collins When Rozalia appears on Viktor’s doorstep, his
world is thrown into chaos! But their passion has consequences…and Viktor
refuses to let scandal ruin his family. Their baby will be legitimate! And Rozi? She
will be his… CHOSEN AS THE SHEIKH’S ROYAL BRIDE Conveniently Wed! By
Jennie Lucas Beth can hardly believe Sheikh Omar would even notice her. So,
when she’s chosen as his bride, she’s stunned. Thrown into a world of
unimagined luxury, can this shy Cinderella ever be a queen…? SPANIARD’S
BABY OF REVENGE By Clare Connelly Antonio’s plans to persuade innocent
Amelia to sell her shares in his rival’s business. But he doesn’t plan on their
intense connection—and is stunned to discover their nine-month consequence. To
secure his child, he’ll make Amelia his wife! CLAIMING MY UNTOUCHED
MISTRESS By Heidi Rice Edie agreed to clear her family’s debts by posing as
my temporary mistress, helping expose my business rivals. Yet Edie’s innocence
is a temptation I couldn’t have imagined. Our chemistry is spectacular—now I’ll
claim Edie for more than pleasure! Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ April
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2019 Box Set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and
more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Six royals, six scandalous little bundles of joy and all sorts of trouble!
A shocking royal pregnancy! Personal assistant Natalie Monette's life transforms
when she meets her secret identical twin. Except Valentina is a sophisticated
princess, unhappily engaged to the supremely arrogant Crown Prince Rodolfo.
Impulsively, Natalie agrees to swap identities for six weeks. Her plan is to put
Rodolfo in his place...until she's enticed by the heat between them! Prince
Rodolfo can't understand why, having never felt any desire for his betrothed, he
now can't keep his hands off this captivating woman. But scandal abounds when
he discovers who he's taken to his bed...and that she's carrying his heir!
A RITA® award finalist for best contemporary romance Bid on a date with this
wounded warrior for an unforgettable night of adventure. Aim high—and bid
higher!—because no one comes close to local hero Gabriel Morales. Molly Dekker
hates being the town charity case, but when her son Josh is seriously injured she
has no choice. She lets her best friend organize a bachelor auction to help pay
her massive bills and make Josh's life more comfortable. She can't bid on any of
the men, but a surprise bidder gives her a gift she never expected: a date with
the man who saved her son's life—the only one she's in danger of losing her heart
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to. Former Air Force pararescueman Gabriel Morales made a career of flying to
the rescue, until a tragic helicopter crash stole more than his livelihood. Being
auctioned off like a slab of beef isn't in his recovery plan. But one look, one touch
and one night unlocking Molly's pent-up passion make him realize how badly he
needs to be rescued…and how badly he wants to rescue Molly right back. Will
Molly and Gabriel's never-quit attitude have them rushing head-first into love? Or
will their relationship stall before it can get off the ground? Please note: This book
was originally published in 2015 but has been re-edited and re-published.
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